From digital innovation
to cosmetic results
Digital, 3D and CAD/CAM technologies are bringing about long-term changes to
dental practitioners’ day-to-day activities – they improve treatment standards and
patient comfort as well as contributing to better cosmetic results. Dentists also need
to make the right choices and work with the correct methods if they want to use
these innovative tools, however. To successfully negotiate this transition, a number
of factors need to be considered. Major changes are involved, in which information
and learning support play a key role.
> Which options should you choose?
> How can you finance them?
> What are the clinical results?
> How can these tools be incorporated into dental practices on a day-to-day basis?

Digital:
the only way
forward

Hands-on
workshops
& DEmoS

Enjoy a one-of-a-kind
learning experience
in stunning
surroundings
IMAGINA Dental is your opportunity to come to
Monaco to enjoy a new kind of dentistry congress
that places a special emphasis on learning and
sharing feedback. Through a three-day programme that
combines exclusive lectures and presentations, studies of
clinical cases, practical workshops and demonstrations of
new technologies, IMAGINA Dental offers you a wide range
of tools and teaching methods to help you bring about a digital
revolution in your dental practice.

Shared
feedback

Meet international experts
and benefit from their
experiences
Every year, IMAGINA Dental brings together international digital
and cosmetic dentistry experts. Chosen from around the world
by our Scientific Committee, their top-quality work and teaching
expertise contribute to the convention programme’s leading
reputation and consistently high standards.

High-quality
lecture
programme

Honorary President
H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco

Honorary GUESTS

Dr Joseph Choukroun

Prof Dr Mauro Fradeani

Prof Dr Edward McLaren

Scientific Committee
> Dr Ebru OZKAN > Prof François DURET > Dr Bernard MARQUET
> Dr Luc MANHES > Dr Hakan BILHAN > Dr Scott D. GANZ

SPEAKERS
> Dr Luc MANHES (France)
As artificial intelligence draws ever closer, how can we use technology
to ensure that we have complete control over our treatments?

700 delegates
are expected at
the 2016 edition

> Dr Francesco MINTRONE (Italy)
A step-by step approach to complex cosmetic restorations
through the use of digital technologies.
> Dr Joseph CHOUKROUN (France)
A-PRF and i-PRF in implantology.
> Prof Dr Angelo PUTIGNANO (Italy)
Diagnostic dental wax-ups and mock-ups, smile previews
and smile imaging (practical advice, tips and tricks)
> Dr David GERDOLLE (Switzerland)
The secret to isolation and simantation when using ceramic
veneers (tips and tricks...)
> Dr Nazariy MYKHAYLYUK (Ukraine)
The role of magnification in cosmetic dentistry

CONFERENCE
PROGRAMME

See the full programme at www.imaginadental.org

THURSDAY 7 APRIL

FRIDAY 8 APRIL

SATURDAY 9 APRIL

CAD/CAM &
Microscopic Dentistry

Implantology &
3D Planning

Smile Design & Minimalinvasive dentistry

Honorary Guest
Prof Dr Edward McLaren

Honorary Guest
Dr Joseph Choukroun

Honorary Guest
Prof Dr Mauro Fradeani

Animator:
Prof François Duret

Animators: Dr Scott D. Ganz
& Prof Giuseppe Luongo

• Oral scanning
• Chairside Cad/Cam 		
restorations
• Esthetic Cad/Cam materials
• Digital denture design
• Digital dental prosthesis
• Restorative dentistry
• Microscopic dentistry

• 3D imaging & diagnostics 		
(ConeBeam CT)
• Dental implantology
& innovations
• 3D planning & Surgical guide
• Cad/Cam technologies
for implantology
• Individualized Cad/Cam 		
abutments
• Digital workflow in the clinic
• PRF applications

• Digital Smile Design
• Esthetic art dentistry
• Materials for esthetic dentistry
• Minimal-invasive dentistry
• Digital dental photography
• Mock-up & wax-up techniques
• Immediate smile

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPs
PROGRAMME
• Smile design via iPad. Dr Mario IMBURGIA
• Digital dental photography. Dr Atila ERTAN
• Techniques for injecting hyaluronic acid for day-to-day use in
dental practices. Dr Jean-Pierre SALAMA
• A-PRF and i-PRF in implantology. Dr Joseph CHOUKROUN
• Anterior teeth restoration. Dr Brian P. LeSage

IMAGINA Dental :
the only convention
that focuses on
teaching innovation in
dental practices

Do your patients request
that you offer every treatment
option available?
To do so requires you to keep your
skills up to date at all times, through
continuous training and an awareness
of the latest techniques that will enable
you to ensure that your knowledge is
as detailed as possible.

‘The role of a dental surgeon is constantly evolving, making continuous training a necessity,
especially as a result of the digital revolution.’
‘To ensure that the treatment you offer your patients is always as effective
and safe as possible, a wide array of skills is crucial.’

an accessible convention with a focus
on interaction and one-to-one contact
Dr Galip Gurel

‘I think it’s a huge success – I
can tell from the audience. It
was packed. This is an amazing
event. It gave the audience
the chance to see what we
mean when we talk about new
advances in dentistry. The
combination is great. I’d really
like to congratulate all of you for
putting this together.’

Dr Arielle Uzan

‘Having attended the congress
for the first time, I’ve been very
pleasantly surprised both by the
standard of speakers and the
quality and content of the lectures
over the last three days, as well as
the stunning setting. Everything
has been very well put together

WHO ARE WE?

by a superb and very responsive
organisational team. This year
also saw a focus on cosmetic
dentistry, and a range of insights
have given me a comprehensive
overview of this area. I’m very
much looking forward to coming
back next year.’

Dr Patrice Bergeyron

‘IMAGINA Dental is where
technology meets dentistry, with a
focus on precision and comfort that
benefits current and future patients
and practitioners alike (…).’

Prof François Duret

‘The quality of the talks is quite
amazing. Something that stood
out to me was how much things
have changed between the first

year and now. IMAGINA Dental
is really coming into its own.
The people in the Exhibition Hall
represent the dental industry of
the future. Companies linked to
digital technologies account for
70% of exhibitors at IDS; here it’s
100%. This is where all the big
names come.’

Dr Luc ManhEs

‘It is always a delight to come to
Monaco and meet practitioners
who share a passion for
these technologies that are
revolutionising our work; thank
you, IMAGINA Dental, for this
event, which combines technical
demonstrations,
remarkable
scientific content and a perfect
welcome in magical surroundings.’

IMAGINA Dental is an event jointly organised by MONACO MEDIAX, a not-for-profit organisation (under law no. 1072 of 27 June,
1984), and the Monegasque Association for 3D Dental Imagery. Under the honorary presidency of H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco,
MONACO MEDIAX is an organisation that has operated in the Principality since its creation in 2001. The many cultural and professional
events organised by MONACO MEDIAX take place not only across Monaco but also in Asia and North and South America.

Monaco, where fantasy and sophistication meet
Discover, learn and share in a dream setting.
The Principality of Monaco can be reached easily from anywhere in
the world, with Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport serving over
eighty destinations. The beguiling Monegasque landscape enjoys a
Mediterranean climate and an exceptional amount of sunshine that
makes it a delightful – and prestigious – setting all year round. A
true centre of culture, Monaco is a permanent celebration that
also welcomes some of the greatest events in the world.

REGISTRATION FEES

Online registrations on
www.imaginadental.org

Conference Pass

1 day: 200€ excluding VAT (including daily buffet lunch)
3 days: 350€ excluding VAT (including daily buffet lunch)

Workshop Pass

200€ excluding VAT per workshop

Special 3-day Conference
+ 1 workshop Pass

520€ excluding VAT (instead of 550€ excluding VAT)

Conference &
Hotel Package

1000€ (excluding VAT)

(including daily buffet lunch)

including:
* Your conference registration for all 3 days
* Lunch in the Exhibition Hall and access to cocktail events & coffee breaks
for all three days of the conference
* Two nights at the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel****, single or double room,
Continental breakfast included (for two people)

Service+

Make your visit as
straightforward
as possible – we
take care of
everything!
Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel – stylish and relaxed
A luxury four-star hotel in the heart of Monaco, the Monte-Carlo Bay, just a short distance from the convention
centre, boasts views over the Mediterranean, a spa, restaurants, ten acres of water features and gardens, an indoor
pool, a heated outdoor pool, a gym and a lagoon with a sand beach.
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